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Proposed law creates the crime of unlawful swimming in certain waterways for minors, which makes it unlawful for any
person under the age of 18 to swim in any river that generates hydroelectric power without wearing a Type I, Type II, Type
III, or Type V personal flotation device approved by the United States Coast Guard.

Proposed law creates the penalty for violation of unlawful swimming in certain waterways for minors as follows -- on first
conviction, a fine of not more than $50 or imprisonment of the offender’s parent or guardian for not more than 7 days, or
both; on second conviction, a fine of not less than $75 nor more than $250 or imprisonment of the offender’s parent or
guardian for not more than 30 days, or both; on third or subsequent conviction, a fine of not less than $250 nor more than
$500 or imprisonment of the offender’s parent or guardian for not more than 90 days, or both.

Proposed law may result in an indeterminable increase in SGF expenditures in the Department of Public Safety and
Corrections – Corrections Services (DPSC – CS) if a person is convicted of unlawful swimming in certain waterways for
minors. The exact fiscal impact of the passage of this legislation is indeterminable since it creates a new crime and makes
optional the sentences of imprisonment. The exact fiscal impact of this legislation is also indeterminable because it is not
known how many people will be convicted and subsequently sentenced or the lengths of those sentences if it is enacted.

SGF expenditures will increase by $101.76 per offender per day to the extent that an offender is convicted and then
subsequently housed in a state facility or $26.39 per offender per day for an offender housed in a local facility. Proposed law
is a misdemeanor offense, and the maximum fiscal impact per offender per offense will vary depending upon whether the
offense for which the offender was convicted resulted in a first, second, or third conviction (i.e. sentences of no more than 7,
30, or 90 days).

Proposed law may result in an indeterminable increase in local revenues as a result of potential fines for being convicted of
unlawful swimming in certain waterways for minors. The exact fiscal impact of the passage of this legislation on local
revenue is indeterminable because while fines imposed for conviction of the proposed legislation are mandatory, the amount
assessed for each fine may fluctuate.
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